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Abstract—In the article, models and tools that provide a
unified representation of knowledge and their integration within a
“semantic space” are considered. For this, the concept of a “gen-
eralized formal language” is introduced, which makes it possible
to identify the relation between formal languages and known
knowledge representation languages such as semantic networks
for the purpose of analysis. Based on this analysis, the semantics
of the languages of the unified semantic knowledge representation
model is specified. A general-purpose language is also introduced
as the basis for the technology of developing intelligent systems.
And as a result, the concept of “semantic space” is given. The
latter is focused on the usage in order to assess the quality of
intelligent computer systems within the OSTIS technology. Based
on the proposed models, applied problems and further prospects
for the development of technologies and their components are
considered.

Index Terms—Semantic Space, Distensible Sets, Generalized
Formal Language, Generalized String, Generalized Kleene’s
Closure, Set Ordination, Individual Set, Ordered Set, Unified
Knowledge Representation Model, Knowledge Specification
Model, OSTIS, Knowledge Integration, Introscalar product,
Introscalar basis, Taxonomy optimization, Homogeneous Semantic
Network, denotational semantics, operational semantics, game
semantics, Holomovement, Interoperability, Convergence, Space-
Time, Topological Space, SemanticMetric Space, SemanticMetric,
Manifold, Becoming, Finite Structure

I. Introduction

In the article, models and tools that provide a unified
representation of knowledge and their integration within the
“semantic space” in order to develop a standard for the
technology of designing intelligent computer systems are
considered [5]. This takes into account various aspects of
integration, including the integration of data and knowledge
representation levels, as well as dynamic aspects of integration
that are closely related to the operational semantics of
knowledge [9], [11]. As for the review of languages and models
focused on a unified semantic representation of knowledge
and their integration, and the corresponding approaches to
solving these problems, it is proposed to refer to the work
[10] for access to review materials. In this paper, the review
part is dedicated to the issues and history of refining the
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concept of “semantic space”. The need to consider knowledge
representation languages that provide a unified semantic
representation of knowledge is conditioned be the need to
represent elements of the semantic space.

In the article, the following will be considered: 1) the
formulation of the problem of forming concepts that can express
themeaning of the term “semantic space”, the formulation of the
identified problems that need to be overcome in order to solve the
problem; generalization of the concept of formal language [20],
and mathematical foundations for the model representation of
texts of knowledge representation languages in the form of texts
of generalized formal languages; 2) identifying requirements for
the alphabet of a knowledge representation language focused on
the semantic (meaningful) representation of knowledge, which
are the rationale for choosing such a language and identifying
such a language among generalized formal languages, as well
as languages of the unified semantic knowledge representation
model; 3) the language with its core proposed on the basis of
the identified abstractions, which provide a unified semantic
representation of knowledge in intelligent systems within an
open technology for the development of intelligent computer
systems; 4) historically formed approaches to the genesis of the
concept of “semantic space” and those close to it, including some
abstractions of “space” inmathematics; 5) proposed approaches,
formalisms, and models for the becoming of concepts capable
of expressing the meaning of the term “semantic space” in
accordance with the model of a unified semantic representation
of knowledge; 6) application of some of the proposed problem-
solving models of the level of knowledge control in ontologies
on the example of taxonomies; 7) a conclusion containing the
main results and prospects for the application of the proposed
models.

The semantic space implies the inclusion of various
meanings, therefore, an important problem on the way to
learning the corresponding “semantic space” concept is the
integration of knowledge and the represented meanings.

In knowledge-based systems [22], four directions of
integration (of knowledge and models of their representation)
are distinguished:

• vertical (introspection);
• horizontal profile (knowledge engineering);
• horizontal frontal (unification);
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• the direction of continuous integration (training and
adaptation).

Problems of integrating knowledge into a single semantic
space (unification) are:

• the availability and usage of non-finite structures in models
and methods for the representation and processing of
knowledge and the formalization of meanings, which make
it difficult or exclude the algorithmization of working
with such representations, including their analysis and
unification;

• uncertainty of models reflecting the results of vertical
integration of models and information representation
languages, including formal languages, and providing
consistent (continuous) integration of texts of dynamic
knowledge representation models;

• the presence of different types of knowledge semantics:
game [23], [24], [9], operational [9], [25], denotational
[5], [26], model [8], etc., requiring correlation in order to
identify the equivalence of knowledge;

• dynamic, non-monotonic nature of knowledge, the
presence of non-factors [1] in knowledge, the presence
of reliable knowledge and knowledge about the unreliable
and hypothetical.

Let us formulate the main problems:
• search, comparison, and grounding of the chosen means

for knowledge representation;
• search for models for representing and analyzing the

structure of the text elements in the languages of the
selected knowledge representation model;

• application of the results of the analysis to solve the
problems of the level of knowledge operation.

To solve the problem and overcome the identified problems,
it is proposed to use methods of mathematical modeling,
including embedding (isomorphic injective mapping) of some
mathematical structures into others, application of models and
methods of theories of formal languages and formal systems,
combinatorics, and discrete optimization.

II. Generalization of formal languages and semantic network
knowledge representation models

As it is known, the language as a “sign system” is designed
to perform “communicative”, “cognitive” (“epistemological”),
“representative”, and other “functions” [27]. Within the
language, signs are organized into texts, which have a sequential
structure performing a “communicative function”: sounds,
words of oral speech are organized into a sequence, just like
letters, written signs are into lines. Mathematically, a string is
an “oriented” (“ordered”) “set” (of characters) [29]. The “set”
itself is a mathematical abstraction of thinking reflecting its
ability to generalize and move from parts to the whole. The
question of correlating “oriented sets” and “unoriented sets”
belongs to the foundation of mathematics [28]. This question is
retaining its actuality. The need to consider this issue is related
to the combination of classes “oriented” and “unoriented sets”
used in the representation of knowledge, and corresponding

to them within the “semantic space” (“semantic metric”), in
which it is necessary to correlate elements of these classes
(Fig. 1 and 2). There are known particular solutions to this
issue for the concept of “oriented” (“ordered”) “pairs” proposed
by N. Wiener, F. Hausdorff, K. Kuratovsky, and others.

Definition according to N. Wiener [30]:

⟨χ, γ⟩W
def
= {{{χ} , ∅} , {{γ}}}

Definition according to F. Hausdorff [30]:

⟨χ, γ⟩12
def
= {{χ} ∪ {1}} ∪ {{γ} ∪ {2}}

The disadvantage is that either ({χ} ∩ {2}) × ({γ} ∩ {1}) =
∅ or ⟨2, 1⟩12 = {{1, 2}}. In addition, there are lacks for the
technical implementation.

Definition according to K. Kuratovsky [31]:

⟨χ, γ⟩K
def
= {{χ}} ∪ {{χ} ∪ {γ}}

The disadvantage is that ⟨χ, χ⟩K = {{χ}}. There are also lacks
for the technical implementation.

Other definitions:

⟨χ, γ⟩reverse
def
= {{χ} ∪ {γ}} ∪ {{γ}}

Disadvantages are similar to ⟨χ, γ⟩K .

⟨χ, γ⟩short
def
= {χ} ∪ {{χ} ∪ {γ}}

The disadvantage is that either ({χ} ∩ {{γ}})×({γ} ∩ {χ}) =
∅ (axiom of foundation) or ⟨{γ} , χ⟩short = {χ}. It is also
a disadvantage from the point of view of type theories that the
elements in the set will have a different type, whereasχ and γ are
of the same type. For ordinal numbers constructed according to
von Neumann, [33] we have ⟨∅, ∅⟩short = ⟨0Ord, 0Ord⟩short =
2Ord.

⟨χ, γ⟩01
def
= {{χ} ∪ {0} , {γ} ∪ {1}}

Disadvantages are similar to ⟨χ, γ⟩12.
Let

s (χ)
def
= {∅} ∪ {{τ} |τ ∈ χ} then, according to M. Morse, an

oriented pair, triple, etc. will be [32]:
⟨χ, γ⟩M

def
= ({0} × s (χ)) ∪ ({1} × s (γ)),

⟨χ, γ, ζ⟩M
def
= ({0} × s (χ)) ∪ ({1} × s (γ)) ∪ ({2} × s (ζ)).

The disadvantage is that the Cartesian product uses a pair in
accordance with the definition of K. Kuratovsky.

.giF 1. A correlation diagram for the set and oriented set concepts.

As shown, the above proposals do not solve the issue in
general or have their drawbacks. Other definitions rely on the
existence of infinite structures (Fig. 1).
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Let us define an oriented set σ in the following way :
σ

def
=

⋃|σ|
ι=1

{
(|σ| − ι+ 1)

{σι}
}
ι
.

An oriented set σ is the combination of individual sets of
order ι of all ordinations of its components singletons σι to the
base of |σ| − ι+ 1, where ι takes values from 1 to |σ|.
Ordination of the set σ to the base 1:

1σ
def
= σ.
Ordination of the set σ to the base ι+ 1:

(ι+ 1)
σ def
= {ιτ |τ ⊆ σ }.

It should be noted that the logarithm of a set σ to the base 2
is its boolean 2σ [34] .
An individual set of order 1 of element χ:

{χ}1
def
= {χ}.

An individual set of order ι+ 1 of element χ:
{χ}ι+1

def
= {{χ}}ι.

It should be noted that an oriented set of one element is :
⟨χ⟩ def=

{
1{χ}

}
1

= {{χ}}, an oriented set of two elements
coincides with an oriented pair according to N. Wiener :
⟨χ, γ⟩ def=

{
2{χ}

}
1
∪

{
1{γ}

}
2

= {{{χ} , ∅}} ∪ {{{γ}}} =
{{{χ} , ∅} , {{γ}}}, and the oriented triple is :
⟨χ, γ, ζ⟩ def=

{
3{χ}

}
1

∪
{
2{γ}

}
2

∪
{
1{ζ}

}
3

=
{{{{χ} , ∅} , {∅}} , {{{γ} , ∅}} , {{{ζ}}}}.

.giF 2. A correlation diagram for the set and defined oriented set concepts.

Thus, according to this definition, oriented sets are sets and
finite structures (Fig. 2).

If it is necessary for some non-empty oriented sets to be non-
oriented, it is possible to define an own subclass as unoriented
sets, according to the definitions:⋃

τ∈.χ {[τ ]} def
=

⋃
τ∈.χ

{
2{τ}

}
κ(χ)

; χ
def
=

⋃
τ∈.χ

{
2{τ}

}
κ(χ)

,

where κ (χ)
def
= 1.

For example:
{[χ]} ∪ {[γ]} def

= {{{χ} , ∅}} ∪ {{{γ} , ∅}} .
Knowledge representation languages (formal languages) and

semantic networks with a graph structure are used to represent
knowledge, but there is no known general model in which
these knowledge representationmeans can be compared in order
grounding the choice of anyone of them.

Let us extend a class of languages beyond the known class
of formal languages in order to ground the choice of the
means (language) of knowledge representation to overcome
the problem of the lack of known models that reflect the
results of vertical integration [11] of models and information
representation languages and provide consistent (continuous)
integration [11] of texts of dynamic knowledge representation
models (Fig. 4).

.giF 3. The correlation of syntax knowledge representation means.

.giF 4. The correlation of generalized formal languages and knowledge
representation means.

We introduce the concept of generalized Kleene closure and
generalized formal language [3], [20] in order to extend the
class of languages beyond formal languages. The expediency
of this extension is conditioned by the need to endow
knowledge representation languageswith associative properties.
The associative properties of a language are reduced to the
presence of associations in its texts. The simplest associations
are abstract connections (connectives), which are considered
mathematically as sets (or directed sets). We will also consider
only oriented sets as associations (strings and generalized
strings, i.e. strings whose components can only be symbols
of the alphabet of the language, strings from them and other
generalized strings) in order for the texts of the language to
remain finite and the “communicative function” of the language
to be preserved.

As it is known, a formal language Λ is a subset of the Kleene
closure [20] of its alphabet. A:
Λ ⊆ A∗/

(
A/A1

)
,

where the Kleene closure of the alphabet A (the definition is
slightly modified to preserve the extensiveness and idempotency
of the closure operator):
A∗Σ

def
= A ∪

(⋃
ι∈N/{0} A

ι
)⊕Σ

.

A∗ def
= A∗A

The operation ⊕A for each element χ of the set to which it is
applied, if γ is a string, “insert” in order all the components
of the string χ, which is a component of the string χ, into this
string χ instead of (γ) if each inserted component belongs to
A and the string γ itself does not belong to A. Empty lines are
excluded from the string unless they are in A.

Here and below:
• A×B is the Cartesian product of set A and set B;
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• An is the Cartesian power n of set A;
• BA is the exponential (a set of completely defined functions

with domain A and domain B);
• BA

+ is the extended exponential (set of functionswith origin
A and range B (BA ⊆ BA

+));
• 2A is the boolean of set A (set of all subsets of set A

(BA
+ ⊆ 2A×B)) ;

• R−1 is the inverse binary relation to R;
• R ◦ S is the composition of binary relations R and S;
• R◦ is the transitive closure of the binary relation R.
A generalized formal languageΛ is a subset of the generalized

Kleene closure of the alphabet A:

Λ ⊆ A(∗∗)/
(
A/A1

)
.

The generalized Kleene closure of the alphabetA satisfies the
following definitions:

A(∗∗) def
=

⋃
ι∈N/{0}

A(∗ι);

A(∗ι+1) def
=

(
A(∗ι) ∪A

)∗
;

A(∗1) def
= A∗.

The generalized Kleene closure is extensive:

A(∗∗) ∪A = A(∗∗).

The generalized Kleene closure is monotonic:

A(∗∗) ⊆ (A ∪∆)
(∗∗)

.

The generalized Kleene closure is idempotent:(
A(∗∗)

)(∗∗)

= A(∗∗).

The cardinalities of the generalized Kleene closure and the
Kleene closure of the non-empty either finite or countable
alphabet A are equal (aleph-0).

A generalized formal language Λ is called a symmetric
language [3] if and only if for any ∆:

((∅ ⊂ ∆n ∩ Λ) → (∆n ⊆ Λ)) .

Symmetric languages, as a rule, correspond to languages in
which the order of transmission of text elements is not essential
for the preservation of the transmitted meaning. Among such
languages, there are languages focusedmore on the performance
of “cognitive” and “representative” “functions” rather than
“communicative”, i.e. refer to representation languages.

A generalized formal language Λ is called an associative
language [3] if and only if:

∃T∃∆∃n
(
∅ ⊂ (∆n ∪ T)

∗ ∩ Λ
)
.

A generalized formal language Λ is called a pseudograph
(graph) language if and only if A exists and for any ∆, T, n:

Λ ⊆
(
A2 ∪A

)∗
;((

∅ ⊂
(
∆2 ∪ T

)n ∩ Λ
)
→ (∆ ⊆ T)

)
.

A syntactically distinguishable fragment of text is a fragment
of text (subtext) whose structure differs from others or its
position in such language texts as (semantically equivalent)
permutations of elements of one of them differs from other
fragments (is unique) relative to the structure of all such texts
[8].

The consideration of generalized formal languages as amodel
for knowledge representation languages is conditioned by:

• the finite structure of texts;
• the ability to consider knowledge representation means

with a more complex structure of associations than in
graphs, in particular, the ability to construct texts that
one-to-one correspond to abstract simplicial complexes [3],
[35];

• the possibility of associative coding of meaning
(representation of knowledge) by associations of a given
level and belowwithin the hierarchical structure of the text,
which allows for continuous integration (monotonicity)
of knowledge represented in this way, changing only the
structure of connections in associations of upper levels
(in the limit, only the order of elements in the text)
but not the state of text elements during processing
information in dynamic (procedural, non-monotonic)
models of knowledge processing;

• the possibility of syntactic (hierarchical) inclusion of texts
of one language into the texts of other languages as a
whole (without including their parts and without reflecting
their structure) which allows working with texts of several
languages from the position of a single model in a single
syntactic space and ensure representing the results of
processing texts of one language in another,which is typical
for vertical integration processes [11];

• the natural way of the syntax reflection of such artificial
intelligence languages as LISP [36], [8].

Statement. There are p∗(p+ 1) /2 connected distinguishable
text fragments for texts with p characters with a linear
association structure [8].

Statement. There are(((√
5 + 1

)
/2

)2∗p+1 −
((
1−

√
5
)
/2

)2∗p+1
)
/
√
5 − 1

distinguishable text fragments for texts with p characters with a
linear association structure [8].

Statement. There are at least
(⌈(q − p) / (2 ∗ p)⌉+ p− 1)!/ (p! ∗ (⌈(q − p) / (2 ∗ p)⌉ − 1)!)
connected distinguishable text fragments for connected texts
with p symbols with a non-linear structure of q (q ≥ p)
associations [8].

The choice of pseudograph (graph) languages is determined
by (Fig. 5):

• the ability to build a non-linear association structure,
whichmakes it possible to achieve a number (exponentially
dependent on the size of the text) of connected syntactically
distinguishable text fragments which are potential answers
to questions to the knowledge base, in contrast to languages
with a linear association structure (corresponding to
formal languages that are not associative), which have
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only a quadratic number of connected syntactically
distinguishable fragments of texts [8];

• the fact that hypergraph languages do not qualitatively
raise the number of connected syntactically distinguishable
fragments in their texts but cause difficulties in
implementation.

.giF 5. Symmetrical, associative, and pseudograph languages.

III. Unified representation
Requirements for the knowledge representation language [5]:
• semantic representation, each element of the language text,

with the exception, perhaps, of syntactic connectives of
their incidence, should be a designation (sign) of the entity;

• universality of representation:
– representation of phenomena of arbitrary structure,

including associations of an unlimited number of
elements,

– representation of knowledge and expression of
semantics of any kind;

• simple syntactic structure of texts;
• minimum number of alphabet elements types, unification

of representation;
• ensuring the basic properties of knowledge representation

(the possibility of eliminating synonymy and bringing it to
homogeneous (refined) semantic networks).

A simple syntactic structure of texts means a case when the
number of incident connectives is expressed as no more than a
linear dependence on the number of symbols in the text, i.e. the
relation of the number of incident connectives to the number of
symbols in the text does not exceed a certain constant. So, for
example, if there are m nodes and n arcs in the text, each of
which has three connectives of incidence, the dependence has
the following form 3 ∗ n, and the relation is expressed by the
formula 3∗n

n+m , what is less than three for any natural m and
n. In the case of a complex syntactic structure, the number of
incident connectives in the texts of pseudograph languages can
be expressed as a dependence on the number of designations in
the text, reaching n2.
Thus, the alphabet close to theminimumone I should contain:
• designations of entities (including connectives) that can

have an unlimited number of incident designations (and
corresponding incident connectives);

• designations (of basic connectives), which can have
a limited number of incident designations (and

IelbaT
Comparison of languages with different types of alphabet elements

more than
one kind two kinds two

kinds
syntactic
restrictions - + - + +

simple
syntactic - + - + +
structure
semantic

representation + + - + + - + +

arbitrary
phenomena structure + - + + - + + +

representation
ability

to represent
any knowledge

and - + - +
to express
semantics
of any kinds

corresponding incident connectives), in the simplest case
— equal to two;

• designations (of common connectives) that can have
a limited number of incident designations (and
corresponding incident connectives), in the simplest case
— equal to two.

Basic and common connectives are assumed to be oriented,
since unoriented connectives are relatively easy to define with a
pair of oriented connectives and the designation of an entity that
does not denote a basic or common connective. In order to define
an oriented connective through unoriented connectives, at least
three unoriented connectives and at least two entity designations
are required that do not denote the basic or common unoriented
connectives.

Thus, the alphabet of the required knowledge representation
language (core) must specify designations of at least three types:
vertices (VESC

) and two types of arcs (BESC
, CESC

):

ESC = VESC
∪BESC

∪ CESC
.

Each designation may belong to (be a member of) more than
one type, however, for each occurrence of the designation in
the text of the required knowledge representation language, of
which this designation is an element, its type is determined
unambiguously.

For arcs, it is possible to define a single view as the union of
both types of arcs:

EESC
= BESC

∪ CESC
.

If we consider the designations of the uncertain typeUESC
⊆

ESC , convenient when representing knowledge in the presence
of such NON-factors [1] as incompleteness, then the remaining
types of designations can be expressed as:

VESC
= UESC

/EESC
,
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CESC
= EESC

/BESC
.

The alphabet of the required language of knowledge
representation contains designations of the types:

• elements of the uncertian type UESC
;

• arcs of an unified type EESC
;

• basic arcs BESC
.

The alphabet of the extension of the required language for
knowledge representation differs in the contents of a larger
number of types of designations (elements):

• elements of an uncertain type (vertexes) UESC
;

• nodes VESC
;

• arcs of permanent membership PESC
;

• arcs of temporal actual membership (basic arcs) AESC

(BESC
);

• arcs of temporal phantom membership TESC
;

• arcs of fuzzy membership (arcs of an unified type) FESC

(EESC
);

• arcs of temporal phantom non-membership HESC
;

• arcs of temporal actual non-membership GESC
;

• arcs of permanent non-membership NESC
.

The listed types of elements are connected by the following
relations:
UESC

∪ VESC
∪ EESC

⊆ ESC , where
PESC

∪AESC
∪TESC

∪FESC
∪HESC

∪GESC
∪NESC

= EESC
,

• a node cannot be an arc: VESC
∩ EESC

= ∅;
• the arc of permanent membership cannot be the arc of

temporal membership, the arc of permanent membership
cannot be the arc of temporal non-membership, the arc of
permanent non-membership cannot be the arc of temporal
membership, the arc of permanent non-membership cannot
be the arc of temporal non-membership: (PESC

∪NESC
)∩

(AESC
∪ TESC

∪HESC
∪GESC

) = ∅;
• the arc of permanent non-membership cannot be the arc of

permanent membership: PESC
∩NESC

= ∅.
Such types of elements and their relations are conditioned by

the need to solve the problems of horizontal profile integration
[11] by unifying the representation.

When there is mapping into generalized formal languages
for the purpose of vertical integration of languages (texts) for
representation and reduction of texts to the fundamental alphabet
ASC , the following is true:

ESC⊂̃ASC
(∗∗)

ESC
2⊂̃ASC

(∗∗).

The model of the unified semantic representation of knowledge
[8] is set by a triple:

⟨SSC , RSC , FSC⟩

The model languages of the unified semantic representation of
knowledge are defined based on the elements of the alphabet
and syntax, the set of all texts forms a general sc-language
(Semantic Code, LSC language), as well as the set of all its
subsets (SSC = 2LSC ) is sc-languages (sc-sublanguages):

LSC⊂̃ASC
(∗∗).

The syntax of the model languages for the unified semantic
representation of knowledge (sc-languages) [8] describes the
properties of connectives of incidence relations in the alphabet
elements of these languages in their texts. Two incidence
relations for elements of the alphabet of these languages are
distinguished ISC and CSC :

ISC⊆̃ESC
2;

CSC ⊆ ISC .

Based on these relations ISC , CSC one incidence relation R
can be determined:

R = (ISC − CSC)
−1 ∪ ISC ;

R⊆̃ESC
2;

LSC⊆̃(R ∪ ESC)
∗
.

The syntax of sc-languages can be set as follows. For each
text S of sc-languages and the set of all its components and only
them, X (S∈̃Xn):

(∀Y ((Y ⊂ X) → (¬ (S∈̃Y n)))) ,

there will be such sets of incident connectives I , C and the
set of occurrences of designations T (terminals), V (nodes), E
(edges), A (arcs), and B (basic arcs), that:

|I ∪ C|+ |T ∪ V ∪ E| = n; I=̃ISC ∩X;C=̃CSC ∩X;

A=̃EESC
∩X;B⊆̃ (PESC

∪AESC
) ∩X;T ∪ V ∪ E⊆̃X;

V ⊆̃VESC
∩X; I∩C = C;V ∩A = ∅;E∩A = A;A∩B = B,

neither terminals nor nodes that are not edges are incident to
each other:

I ∩ ((T ∪ V/E)× (T ∪ V/E)) = ∅;

any edge is incident to at least one designation:

∀e ((e ∈ E) → (∅ ⊂ I ∩ ({e} × (V ∪ T ∪ E)))) ;

no more than two designations are incident to any edge:

∀e ((e ∈ E) → (|I ∩ ({e} × (V ∪ T ∪ E))| ≤ 2)) ;

one (second) designation is incident to any arc:

∀e ((e ∈ A) → (|C ∩ ({e} × (V ∪ T ∪ E))| = 1)) ;

at least one node is incident to any edge, if it is a basic arc, the
element that is not incident to it (not the second one) is a node:

∀e((e ∈ B) → ((∅ ⊂ I ∩ ({e} × V )) ∧ ((I − C)
∩ ({e} × V ) = (I − C) ∩ ({e} × (V ∪ T ∪ E))))).

There are interpretations of the texts of model languages for
the unified semantic representation of knowledge as texts of
the symmetric (pseudo-) graph (or multipseudograph) language
(see Fig. 6, Fig. 7, and Fig. 8). Where k + 1 order associations
correspond to connectives of incidence relations and sc-
elements (designations in the texts of model languages for the
unified semantic knowledge representation) correspond to k
order associations of the fundamental alphabet ASC .
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When representing connectives of both incidence relations
in the texts of a generalized formal language, duplication
of connectives is allowed (multipseudograph), the second
occurrence of the connective corresponds to belonging to the
second relation, each designation corresponds to the vertex of
the multipseudograph (Fig. 6):

⟨⟨a, b⟩ , ⟨a, e⟩ , a, b, e, ⟨a, e⟩⟩ .

Рис. 6. Multipseudograph representation (right) of SC-text (left)

.giF 7. Pseudograph representation (right) of SC-text (left)

Transformation of arcs of a unified type (sc-arcs), to which
the nodes (sc-nodes) are incident (Fig. 7).

.giF 8. Pseudograph representation (right) of SC-text with incident arcs (left)

Transformation of arcs of a unified type (sc-arcs), to which
arcs of a unified type (sc-arcs) are incident (Fig. 8).

Transition from text to oriented pseudograph (Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8):

• mapping the vertices of elements (sc-elements);
• mapping of arcs to connections (connectives) of incidence.
To reduce “changes in state” of “memory elements” to

“changes in the connections between them” when representing
texts of sublanguages of symmetric associative (pseudo)graph
(or multipseudograph) language, it can be agreed that the actual
elements (sc-elements, sc-arcs) are separated from the phantom
elements (sc-elements, sc-arcs) by connectives of incidence
relations (some are before those, and others are after).

Representation for connectives of relations of actual and
phantommembership (Fig. 9) in the texts of a generalized formal
language:

⟨⟨a, b⟩ , ⟨a, e⟩ , ⟨f, r⟩ , ⟨f, a⟩ , a, b, e, r, ⟨a, e⟩ , ⟨f, a⟩ , f⟩ .

Relations of the unified semantic knowledge representation
model [8]:

• sublanguage (sc-sublanguage),
• injective language mapping (of sc-languages).

.giF 9. SC-language text with connectives of actual and phantom membership

Features (functions) of the model languages of the unified
semantic representation of knowledge (sc-languages) [8]:

• proper and non-proper sublanguage key elements for (pairs
of) languages (language and sublanguage);

• semantic neighborhoods of key elements in sublanguage
texts for language pairs;

• semantic interpretations of text elements.
When representing arcs of a unified type (sc-arcs), it can be

assumed that they denote a pair ⟨⟨x,℧⟩ , y⟩.

IV. Internal language of ostis-systems
The internal language of ostis-systems – an SC-code

(Semantic Computer code) – is a model language of unified
semantic representation, that is, the language of unified semantic
representation of knowledge in the memory of intelligent
computer systems [5].

An SC-code is [5]:
• an abstract language, that is, a language for which the

way of representing symbols (syntactically elementary
fragments) that are part of the texts of this language is
not specified, but only the alphabet of these symbols is
specified, that is, a family of character classes that are
considered syntactically equivalent to each other;

• a pseudograph language;
• a universal language that provides internal representation

and structuring of all (!) knowledge used by the ostis-
system in the course of its functioning, and is the
result of unification (refinement) of syntax and denotation
semantics of semantic networks.

Graph language (pseudograph language) is a language, each
text of which [5]:

• is defined by a set of elementary fragments (symbols)
included in it, which, in turn, consists of a set of nodes
(vertices), possibly of syntactically different types, and a
set of connective designations, which may also belong to
different syntactically distinguished classes;

• is defined in the general case by several relations of the
incidence of connective designations with the components
of these connectives (in this case, the specified components
in the general case can be not only nodes but also connective
designations).

Each abstract language can be matched with a family of
real languages that provide an isomorphic real representation
of the texts of the specified abstract language by clarifying
the ways of representation (images, encoding) of the symbols
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included in these texts, as well as by clarifying the rules
for establishing syntactic equivalence of these symbols. In all
other respects, the syntax and denotational semantics of these
real languages are completely similar and correspond to the
syntax and denotational semantics of the corresponding abstract
language [5].

The universality of the SC-code is also ensured by the fact
that the elements of sets denoted by the elements of SC-code
texts can be signs of the described entities of any kind, including
signs of connections between the described entities and/or their
signs [5].

Texts of the SC-code are graph structures of an extended
form, in which the designations of the described connections
can connect not only the vertices (nodes) of the graph structure
but also the designations of other connections [5].

The SC-code is the basic universal language of the internal
representation of knowledge in the ostis-systems memory (the
basic internal language of ostis-systems) [5], this means that it
is the maximum internal language of ostis-systems, in relation
to which all other (specialized) internal languages are its
sublanguages (subsets), that is, it is a set of all possible text of
the SC-code (sc-texts). The signs (designations) of all entities
described in sc-texts (texts of the SC-code) are represented as
syntactically elementary (atomic) fragments of sc-texts and,
therefore, do not have an internal structure in the same sc-text,
not consisting of simpler fragments of sc-text, such as names
(terms), which represent the signs of the described entities
in familiar languages and consist of letters. Names (terms),
natural language texts, and other information constructions
(generalized strings) that are not sc-texts can be contained in
sc-elements included in the sc-text as files described (specified)
by sc-texts [5], [3]. Thus, the knowledge base of an intelligent
computer system built on the basis of the SC-code may contain
names (terms) denoting some of the described entities in the
form of corresponding files. Each sc-element will be called
an internal designation of some entity, and the name of this
entity, in the form of a file (sc-file), will be called an external
identifier (external designation) of this entity. An external
identifier can be not only a name (term) but also a hieroglyph,
a pictogram, a voiced name, a gesture. It should be particularly
noted that the external identifiers of the described entities in an
intelligent computer system built on the basis of the SC-code
are used for: (1) analyzing information coming into this system
from outside from various sources and entering (understanding
and immersing) this information into the knowledge base, (2)
synthesis of various messages addressed to various subjects
(including users).

Texts of the SC-code (sc-texts) generally have a pseudograph
(graph, nonlinear) structure, since the sign of each described
entity can be incident to an unlimited number of other signs,
since each described entity can be connected by an unlimited
number of connections with other described entities [5].

The knowledge base, represented by the text of the SC-code,
is a graph structure of a special kind, the alphabet of elements
of which includes many elements of the explained type, many
nodes, many basic arcs – arcs of a specially highlighted type

that provide structuring of knowledge bases, as well as [8] a set
of arcs of permanent non-membership, a set of arcs of temporal
actual non-membership, a set of arcs of temporary phantomnon-
membership, a set of arcs of fuzzy membership, a set of arcs of
phantommembership, a set of arcs of permanent membership, a
set of special nodes, each of which has content that is a file stored
in the memory of an intelligent computer system. The structural
feature of this graph structure is that its arcs and edges can
connect not only a node with a node but also a node with an arc
or an arc with another arc [5].

An arc is the designation of a binary oriented connective
between two entities. An arc of a special kind (base arc) is a
sign of connection between a node denoting a certain set of
elements of the graph structure under consideration and one
of the elements of this graph structure that currently belongs
to the specified set. At the same time, the connections denoted
by the elements of the graph structure under consideration can
be permanent (always existing) and temporal (connections that
correspond to the period of their existence) [5].

In the considered graph structure, which is a representation
of the knowledge base in the SC-code, there may but should not
exist different elements of the graph structure denoting the same
entity. If a pair of such elements is detected, then these elements
can be pasted together (equated). Thus, the synonymy of internal
designations in the knowledge base of an intelligent computer
system built on the basis of the SC-code is undesirable. At the
same time, the synonymy of external designations is considered
as a normal phenomenon [5].

In addition to files (sc-files) representing various external
designations (names, hieroglyphs, pictograms), files of various
texts (books, articles, documents) can be stored in the memory
of an intelligent computer system built on the basis of the
SC-code, notes, comments, explanations, drawings, pictures,
schemes, photographs, video and audio materials [5].

Any entity, that is capable of having a designation, in the text
of the SC-code can be associated with an sc-element denoting
a set to which only the designation of this entity belongs. This
is one of the factors that ensure the universality of the SC-
code. We emphasize that sc-elements are not just designations
but designations that are elementary (atomic) fragments of a
sign construction, i.e. fragments whose detailed structure is
generally not required for ”reading” and understanding this sign
construction [5].

The text of the SC-code, like any other graph structure, is
an abstract mathematical object that does not require detailing
(refinement) of its encoding in thememory of a computer system
(for example, in the form of an adjacency matrix, an incidence
matrix, a list structure). But such detailing will be required for
the technical implementation of the memory in which sc-texts
are stored and processed [5].

The most important additional property of the SC-code is
that it is convenient not only for the internal representation of
knowledge in the memory of an intelligent computer system but
also for the internal representation of information in thememory
of computers specifically designed to interpret semantic models
of intelligent computer systems. That is, the SC-code defines
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the syntactic, semantic, and functional principles of organizing
the memory of next-generation computers focused on the
implementation of intelligent computer systems – the principles
of organizing graphodynamic associative semantic memory [5].

The SC-code includes the SC-code Core and is considered as
an Extension of the SC-Code Core [5].
It should be emphasized that unification and the maximum

possible simplification of syntax and denotational semantics
in the internal language of intelligent computer systems are
primarily necessary because the overwhelming amount of
knowledge stored in the knowledge base of an intelligent
computer system are meta-knowledge describing the properties
of other knowledge. Meta-knowledge, in particular, should
include various kinds of logical propositions and various kinds
of programs, descriptions of methods (skills) that provide
solutions to various classes of problems. It is necessary
to exclude the dependence of the form of the represented
knowledge on the type of this knowledge. The form (structure)
for the internal representation of knowledge of any kind should
depend only on (!) from the meaning of this knowledge [5].

Moreover, constructive (formal) development of the
theory of intelligent computer systems is impossible
without clarification (unification, standardization) and ensuring
semantic compatibility of various knowledge types stored in
the knowledge base of an intelligent computer system. It is
obvious that the variety of forms for representing semantically
equivalent knowledge makes the development of a general
theory of intelligent computer systems practically impossible
[5].

TheAlphabet of the SC-code Core [5], as well as the alphabet
of the required knowledge representation language, contains:

• sc-elements of an uncertain type (vertexes, sc-elements)
(= UESC

) 1;
• sc-arcs (arcs of a unified type) (= EESC

);
• basic sc-arcs (basic arcs) (= BESC

).
During processing the text of the SC-code Core, from text to
text, the syntactic type of sc-elements can be specified – an
sc-element of an uncertain type can be an sc-arc, an sc-arc –
basic sc-arc.

The Alphabet of the SC-code Core corresponds to the
features of the classification of sc-elements and sets the syntactic
classification of sc-elements [5].

Syntactic classification of sc-elements of the SC-code Core
[5]:

• sc-elements of an uncertain type (= UESC
);

– sc-nodes (= VESC
);

– sc-arcs (= EESC
);

∗ sc-arcs of a common type (= CESC
);

∗ basic sc-arc (= BESC
).

All classes of sc-elements included in the syntactic classification
of sc-elements are syntactically highlighted classes of sc-
elements [5]. The SC-code is referred to as the syntactic

1Similarly (by the equality of the name in parentheses) we will denote
synonyms of key elements of knowledge representation languages, in order
to reduce the length of formulas in which they are used as synonymous names
in a local context

extension of the SC-code Core, since the Alphabet of the SC-
code is an extension of the Alphabet of the SC-Code Core.

The syntactic extension of the SC-code Core consists in the
introduction of an additional class of syntactically equivalent
elementary fragments of constructions of theSC-code Core –
sc-elements designating internal files stored in the ostis-system
memory [5].

All files representing electronic images of information
constructions external to the SC-code can be represented in the
SC-code using graph structures in which sc-elements designate
letters of texts or pixels of images [5].

The most important type of internal files of ostis-systems
are files of external identifiers of sc-elements (in particular,
names of sc elements) representing sc-elements in texts of
external languages (including in texts of SCs- and SCn-codes)
[8], [10], [5]. The Set of all the elements of the SC-code Core
constructions and the Set of all the elements of the SC-code
constructions completely coincide, since for each element of the
SC-codeCore construction there is an element synonymouswith
the SC-code construction and vice versa. It follows from this
that the semantic classification of the elements of SC-code and
SC-code Core information constructions are also completely
identical. Everything that can be designated and described by
texts of the SC-code can be designated and described by texts
of the SC-code Core. The difference between the SC-code and
the SC-code Core is that a new syntactically highlighted class
of sc-elements is added to the SC-code – a class of sc-elements
that are signs of specific (constant) files stored in the ostis-
system memory. Such ”internal” files are necessary so that
information constructions that are not texts of the SC-code can
be stored and processed in the ostis-system memory, which
is necessary when entering (perceiving) information coming
from outside, as well as when generating information structures
transmitted to other subjects. The inclusion in the SC-code of
special syntactically highlighted sc-nodes denoting electronic
images (files) of various types of information constructions that
are not SC-code constructions makes it possible to process
not only in the ostis-system memory, that is, in the same
storage environment, not only SC-code constructions but also
constructions ”external” for it. Without the implementation
of the ostis-system interface, it is impossible to implement
syntactic analysis, semantic analysis, and understanding, as well
as it is also impossible to realize the synthesis (generation) of
external information constructions belonging to a given external
language and semantically equivalent to a given meaning. Since
all the syntactic and semantic properties of the SC-code and
the SC-code Core are very close, when describing the SC-code,
attention is focused on its differences from the SC-code Core,
as well as for a more detailed consideration of the semantic
classification of elements [5].

The Syntax of the SC-code differs from the Syntax of the
SC-Code Core by the fact that in the Alphabet of the SC-code,
the class of sc-elements is additionally introduced, which are
signs of files stored in the ostis-system memory [5].

The Alphabet of the ostis-systems language, the Alphabet of
sc-elements within the SC-code, the alphabet of the extension
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of the required knowledge representation language contains:
• sc-element of an uncertain type (vertexes, sc-elements of

the common type) (= UESC
);

• sc-elements with contents (sc-files) (= DESC
);

• sc-nodes (nodes) (= VESC
);

• sc-arcs of permanent membership (arcs of the permanent
membership) (= PESC

);
• sc-arcs of temporal actual membership (basic arcs, basic

sc-arcs) (= AESC
(BESC

));
• sc-arcs of temporal phantom membership (arcs of

temporal phantom membership) (= TESC
);

• sc-arcs of fuzzy membership (arcs of fuzzy membershipи,
arcs of a unified type (= FESC

(= EESC
));

• sc-arcs of temporal phantom non-membership (arcs of
temporal phantom non-membership) (= HESC

);
• sc-arcs of temporal actual non-membership (arcs of

temporal actual non-membership) (= GESC
);

• sc-arcs of permanent non-membership (arcs of permanent
non-membership) (= NESC

).
The Alphabet of the ostis-systems language is [5]:
• a family of maximum sets of syntactically equivalent

(within the SC-code) sc-elements;
• a family of classes with syntactically equivalent sc-

elements of the SC-code;
• a family of sets, each of which includes all syntactically

equivalent to each other (within the SC-code) sc-elements
and only them.

The Alphabet of the ostis-systems language sets the signs
(parameters) of syntactic equivalence of sc-elements [5].

The set of all elements of the SC-code constructions coincides
with the set of all elements of the SC-code Core constructions.
Just in the SC-code constuctions some sc-elements having a
”syntactic label” (syntactic type) of an sc-element of a common
type, will have the ”label” of the sc-element, which is the sign
of an internal file stored in the ostis-system memory [5].

Syntactic classification of sc-elements of the SC-code [5]:
• sc-element of an uncertain type (vertexes, sc-elements)

(= UESC
);

– sc-nodes (nodes) (= VESC
);

– sc-arcs (sc-arcs of fuzzy membership) (= FESC

(EESC
));

∗ sc-arcs of a common type (= CESC
);

· sc-arcs of permanent membership (= PESC
);

· sc-arcs of temporal phantom membership (=
TESC

);
· sc-arcs of temporal phantom non-membership
(= HESC

);
· sc-arcs of temporal actual non-membership (=
GESC

);
· sc-arcs of permanent non-membership (=
NESC

).
∗ sc-arcs of temporal actualmembership (= BESC

).
The sets of sc-elements of an uncertain type, sc-nodes, sc-

arcs of a unified type, and sc-files are subsets of the set of
sc-elements.

The set of sc-arcs is equal to the union of the sets of sc-
arcs of permanent membership, sc-arcs of temporal actual
membership, sc-arcs of temporal phantom membership, sc-
arcs of fuzzy membership, sc-arcs of temporal phantom non-
membership, sc-arcs of temporal actual non-membership, sc-
arcs of permanent non-membership.

The sets of sc-arcs and sc-nodes do not intersect, that is, they
do not have common elements.

The set of sc-arcs of permanent membership does not
intersect neither with the set of sc-arcs of temporal actual
membership, nor with the set of sc-arcs of temporal phantom
membership, nor with the set of sc-arcs of temporal actual non-
membership, not with the set of sc-arcs of temporal phantom
non-membership.

The set of sc-arcs of permanent non-membership does not
intersect neither with the set of sc-arcs of temporal actual
membership, nor with the set of sc-arcs of temporal phantom
membership, nor with the set of sc-arcs of temporal actual non-
membership, not with the set of sc-arcs of temporal phantom
non-membership.

The set of sc-arcs of permanent membership does not
intersect with the set of sc-arcs of permanent non-membership.
Such types of elements and their correlations are caused by

the need to solve the problems of horizontal profile integration
by unifying the representation [11], [8], [12], [3].

In order to ensure vertical integration, some elements of
the alphabet can be represented by non-atomic information
constructions, which can be interpreted as ”contents” of these
elements [10], [3], [8], [5], for example, based on generalized
formal languages. Such elements can be distinguished into a
separate type of alphabet elements.

When mapping to generalized formal languages for the
purpose of vertical integration (texts), a set of sc-elements
(ESC) corresponds to a subset of a generalized formal language
with a given alphabet (ASC), just as the set of all pairs of
sc-elements corresponds to a subset of a generalized formal
language with a given alphabet (ASC).
This Syntactic classification of sc-elements from the

Syntactic classification of sc-elements of the SC-code Core
is distinguished by an additional clarification of the syntactic
typology of sc-elements.

A. Syntax of the ostis-system internal language
The Syntax of the SC-code Core corresponds to the syntax of

the languages of the unified semantic knowledge representation
model (sc-languages) and is set by the Alphabet of the SC-
code Core and two mentioned incident relations of the alphabet
elements of these languages by the Incidence relation of sc-
connectors* (= ISC) and the Incidence relation of incoming
sc-arcs* (= CSC).
The Incidence relation of sc-connectors* is a binary oriented

relation, the first component of each oriented pair of which is
some sc-connector and the second component is one of the sc-
elements connected by the specified sc-connector with some
other sc-element, which is specified in another incidence pair
for the same sc-connector [5], [8].
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The set of sc-connectors is a subset of sc-elements [5], [8].
The set of sc-arcs is a subset of sc-connectors [5].
The Incidence relation of incoming sc-arcs* is a binary

oriented relation, the first component of each oriented pair
of which is some sc-arc and the second component is an sc-
element, in which the specified sc-arc is included, i.e. the sc-
element, which is the second component connected (linked) by
the specified sc-arc [5].
The Incidence relation of incoming sc-arcs* is a subset of

the Incidence relation of sc-connectors* [5].
On the basis of these relations, one incidence relation can

be distinguished Incidence relation* (= R). The Incidence
relation* is a union of the Incidence relation of sc-connectors*
and the backward relation to its symmetric difference with the
Incidence relation of incoming sc-arcs*.
For each sc-connector (E), there are two and no more

than two pairs of the Incident relation of sc-connectors*, the
specified sc-connector is the first binding component. At the
same time, for each sc-arc (A), one of the specified incident
pairs must belong to the Incidence relation of the incoming
sc-arc*.

The sc-connectors connecting the sc-element to itself will
be called loop sc-connectors (loop sc-edges and loop sc-arcs).
The incidence pairs of loop sc-connectors are as if they were
multiples.

To the Incidence relations of sc-connectors* and Incidence
relations of incoming sc-arcs* definition domain, not only sc-
nodes are included but alsosc-connectors. This means that an
sc-connector can connect (link) not only an sc-node with an
sc-node but also an sc-node with an sc-connector and even an
sc-connector with an sc-connector.

In the sc-text, for each occurrence of an sc-element, its
syntactic class can be set (syntactic class of the occurrence
of the sc-element in the sc-text*), according to which syntactic
subclasses of occurrences of sc-elements can be distinguished
for this sc-text: syntactic class of occurrences of terminal sc-
elements in the sc-text*(T ), syntactic class of occurrences
of node sc-elements in the sc-text* (V ), syntactic class of
occurrences of edge sc-elements in the sc-text* (E), syntactic
class of occurrences of arc sc-elements in the sc-text* (A),
syntactic class of occurrences of basic sc-elements in the sc-
text* (B). For each sc-text, it is possible to determine the set of
all its components (components of sc-text*) and the relation of
occurrences of the components of the Incidence relation of sc-
connectors* and Incidence relations of sc-arcs* connectives:
Relation of occurrences of incident sc-connectors of the sc-
text* (I), Relation of occurrences of incident sc-arcs of the
sc-text* (C).

In this case, the following features will be performed:
• the sum of powers for unions of sets of Relation of

occurrences of incident sc-connectors of sc-text* and
Relation of occurrences of incident sc-arcs of sc-text*
and sets of syntactic class of occurrences of terminal
sc-elements in sc-text*, syntactic class of occurrences
of node sc-elements in sc-text* and syntactic class of

occurrences of edge sc-elements in sc-text* to the number
of components of this sc-text (components of sc-text*);

• the syntactic class of occurrences of arc sc-elements in
sc-text* is a subset of syntactic class of occurrences of
edge sc-elements in sc-text*;

• The Relation of occurrences of incident sc-connectors
of sc-text* is a set of pairs connecting the occurrence of a
component of sc-text*with the occurrence of a component
of the same sc-text, a pair of these components is an element
of the Incidence relation of sc-connectors*;

• TheRelation of occurrences of incident sc-arcs of sc-text*
is a set of pairs connecting the occurrence of a component
of sc-text* with the occurrence of a component of the
same sc-text, a pair of these components is an element of
the Incidence relation of sc-arcs*;

• The Relation of occurrences of incident sc-arcs of sc-
text* is a subset of the Relation of occurrences of incident
sc-connectors of sc-text*;

• the syntactic class of occurrences of basic sc-elements in
sc-text* is a subset of the syntactic class of occurrences
of arc sc-elements in sc-text*;

• a syntactic class of occurrences of arc sc-elements in sc-
text* is a subset of the syntactic class of occurrences of
edge sc-elements in sc-text*;

• the syntactic class of occurrences of arc sc-elements
in sc-text* does not intersect with the syntactic class of
occurrences of node sc-elements in sc-text*;

• the syntactic class of occurrences of arc sc-elements in sc-
text* is a set of pairs connecting sc-text with its component
(components of sc-text*), which is an sc-arc;

• the syntactic class of occurrences of node sc-elements
in sc-text* is a set of pairs connecting sc-text with its
component (components of sc-text*), which is an sc-node;

• the syntactic class of occurrences of basic sc-elements
in sc-text* is a set of pairs connecting sc-text with its
component (components of sc-text*), which is an sc-arc
of actual membership;

• the direct product of the set (Cartesian product of the
set*) of the union of the syntactic class of occurrences of
terminal sc-elements in the sc-text* with the difference of
the syntactic class of occurrences of node sc-elements in
the sc-text*with the syntactic class of occurrences of edge
sc-elements in the sc-text* of itself does not intersect with
the Relation of occurrences of incident sc-connectors of
sc-text*;

• for each pair of the syntactic class of occurrences of edge
sc-elements in the sc-text*, there is at least one pair of
the Relation of occurrences of incident sc-connectors of
sc-text*, the first component of which it is;

• for each pair of the syntactic class of occurrences of
edge sc-elements in the sc-text*, there are no more than
two pairs of the Relation of occurrences of incident sc-
connectors of sc-text*, the first component of which it is;

• for each pair of the syntactic class of occurrences of arc
sc-elements in the sc-text*, there is a single pair of the
Relation of occurrences of incident sc-connectors of sc-
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text*, the first component of which it is;
• for each pair of the syntactic class of a of occurrences of

basic sc-elements in the sc-text*, there is at least one pair
of the Relation of occurrences of incident sc-connectors
of sc-text*, not belonging to theRelation of occurrences of
incident sc-arcs of sc-text*, but only if there is another pair
of the Relation of occurrences of incident sc-connectors
of sc-text*, the first component of which it is and the
second component of which belongs to the syntactic class
of occurrence of node sc-elements in the sc-text*.

The Syntax of the SC-code Core [5] is set:
• by the Alphabet of the SC-code Core;
• by the Incidence relation of sc-connectors* and the

Incidence relation of incoming sc-arcs*;
• by the rules of connection (incidence) of sc-elements (for

example, which types of sc-elements cannot be incident to
each other) when they occur in sc-texts;

• by structural (syntactic) constraints in the semantic
neighborhood of the key elements of the SC-code Core.

The syntax of the internal language of ostis-systems (the
Syntax of the SC-code) is set by the syntax of the languages
for the unified semantic representation of knowledge model (sc-
languages) and with the exception of the Alphabet of the SC-
Code Core and the Alphabet of the SC-code is exactly the same
as the Syntax of the SC-Code Core.
The Syntax of the SC-code [5] is set:
• by the Alphabet of the SC-code, that is, the typology

(alphabet) of sc-elements (atomic fragments of SC-code
texts);

• by the Incidence relation of sc-connectors* and the
Incidence relation of incoming sc-arcs*;

• by the rules of connection (incidence) of sc-elements (for
example, sc-elements of which types cannot be incident to
each other) when they occur in sc-texts;

• by structural (syntactic) constraints in the semantic
neighborhood of the key elements of the SC-code.

B. Basic denotation semantic of the ostis-system internal
language

Denotational semantics is a description of the correspondence
of information constructions belonging to the language (the SC-
code Core) and entities described by these constructions [5].

Denotational semantics of the SC-code Core [5]. According
to the unified semantic knowledge representation model, the
semantics of the SC-code Core (including the basic one) is
expressed by:

• proper and non-proper sublanguage key elements for (pairs
of) languages (language and sublanguage);

• semantic neighborhoods of key elements in sublanguage
texts for language pairs;

• semantic interpretations of text elements.
Due to the fact that the semantics andmeaning of designations

in the texts of languages of the unified semantic representation
of knowledge model are expressed through the connections of
elements, the family of all texts of a language defines a set of key

elements in relation to any of its superlanguages and vice versa.
Accordingly, the semantics (interpretations) of text elements
and semantic neighborhoods of key elements of the language
are designated [8].

Thus, semantics can be defined by enumeration of the
key elements of a language (semantic types of elements) or
enumeration, formation of its texts. It is important to note that the
becoming of language texts in the process of their integration is a
natural mechanism that sets not only the denotational semantics
of the language, but also the operational and game semantics
[9], [23], [24], allowing to consider their joint and unified
formalizations within one semantic (meaningful) spaces.

Due to the above and the fact that the integration and
processing of knowledge is unthinkable without movement and
change,which is a special case of becoming [12], [3], the concept
of becoming and the key element of becoming* is a necessary
key element of the SC-code Core and the internal language of
ostis-systems (SC-code).
The basic mathematical concept that allows expressing the

basic denotational semantics of the language in question is the
concept of a distensible set (sc-set) [8], [3].

Projectively, the concept of an distensible set (Distensible)
can be expressed in accordance with the scheme [8]:

⟨Universe,Events,Becoming,Designator,Distensible,
□,Z+, [0; 1]⟩

through the mathematical concept of a set as follows:

Distensible⊆̃Ξ,

where
Ξ = 2Events × ΦUniverse,

Universe – a set of elements (including designations of
distensible sets), Events – a set of (elementary) events,
becoming relation Becoming:

Becoming ⊆ Events× Events,

designation event function Designator:

Designator ∈
(
2Events

)Universe
,

and
Φ =

⋃s∈□

s
(Ψ)

{s}
; Ψ = ∇×

(
∆Events

)
;

∇ =
⋃p∈Z+

p
D(Dp−1);∆ =

⋃q∈+

q
D(Dq−1);D = [0; 1] ,

where □ – a linearly ordered set (Z+ ⊆ □).
An algebraic structure over distensible sets with operations is

permissible: {
•kΞ

}
⊆ ΞΞ×Ξ,

when k ∈ {∪,∩,⊗,⊕, ...}, which can be expressed:

⟨α, δ⟩ •kΞ ⟨β, γ⟩ =
〈
α ∪ β, τ

(〈
δ, γ, •kΦ, Universe

〉)〉
,

where

τ (⟨α, β, φ, σ⟩) = {⟨χ, φ (⟨α (χ) , β (χ)⟩)⟩ |χ ∈ σ } ,
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and operations {
•kΦ

}
⊆ ΦΦ×Φ

in turn
α •kΦ β = τ

(〈
α, β, •kΨ,□

〉)
.

The last ones are expresses through operations{
•k∆

}
⊆ ∆∆×∆

and mappings: {
•k∇

}
⊆

(
∇(∆Events)

)∇×∇

as follows:

⟨α, δ⟩ •kΨ ⟨β, γ⟩ = κ
(〈
α, β, •k∇, τ

(〈
δ, γ, •k∆, Events

〉)〉)
,

where
κ (⟨α, β, φ, ε⟩) = ⟨φ (⟨α, β (ε)⟩) , ε⟩ .

In turn, the remaining operations and mappings are expressed
by: {

•kD
}
⊆ DD×D,

ζ ∈
(⋃p∈Z+

p
D(Dp−1)

)(Z+×D)

,

ν ∈ Z+

(⋃p∈Z+
p D(D

p−1)
)
,

µ ∈ D

(⋃p∈Z+
p D(D

p−1)
)

as follows:

α •k∇ β = ζ
(〈
ν (α)∪Z+

ν (β) , µ (α) •kD µ (β)
〉)
,

where ∪Z+
= max, and, for example, •∪D = max, •∩D = min,

•⊗D = ∗, α •⊕D β = (α∩+ (1− β))∪+ ((1− α)∩+β) .
Moreover:

∀φ∀p
((
φ ∈ D(Dp−1)

)
→ (ν (φ) = p− 1)

)
,

∀σ∀p∀ε
((
σ ∈ Dp−1

)
→ (ζ (⟨p, ε⟩) (σ) = π (σ + ⟨ε⟩))

)
,

∀σ
((
σ ∈ {1}ν(χ)−1

)
→ (µ (χ) = χ (σ))

)
,

where:
χ ∈ D(Dν(χ)−1),

π (⟨⟩) = 1,
π (s+ ⟨e⟩) = e · π (s) + (1− e) · (1− π (s))

or in a non-recurrent form:

π (s) =
1+(−1)dim(s)·

i∈N∪{0}∑
i

(−2)
i!

i

·
m∈{sj |j }i∑

m

mj∏
j

mj

2 .

Structurally, the concept of a distensible set can be expressed
within the formal reflexive and descriptive semantics of the
languages for the unified semantic representation of knowledge
model, with the involvement of more fundamental concepts of
the becoming of the actual and phantom (event) [12], [3], [37].

Key elements of the SC-Code Core [8]:
• an sc-sign is the designation of the sc-set and the element

(component) of any sc-set designated by the sc-element
[3], [17];

• sc-set;
– the sc-set is a distensible set, any sc-element is a

designation (sign) of the sc-set;
• node sc-set;

– a node sc-set is a distensible set that is not an sc-pair of
fuzzy membership, any sc-node is a designation (sign)
of a node sc-set;

• sc-pair of fuzzy membership;
– an sc-pair of fuzzy membership is an sc-pair, the

designation of which belongs to the relation of
fuzzy membership, sc-arc of fuzzy membership is the
designation (sign) of the sc-pair, the first component
of which is the designation (sc-sign) of the sc-set,
denoted by the sc-element from which this sc-arc
goes out, and the second component which is the
designation (sc-sign) of the sc-set denoted by the sc-
element in which this sc-arc comes [12];

• sc-pair of permanent membership;
– an sc-pair of permanent membership is an sc-pair,

the designation of which belongs to the relation
of permanent membership, an sc-arc of permanent
membership is the designation (sign) of an sc-pair, the
first component ofwhich is the designation (sc-sign) of
the sc-setS, denoted by the sc-element fromwhich this
sc-arc goes out, and the second component of which
is permanently (as long as it exists) belonging to the
sc-set S designation (sc-sign) of the sc-set designated
by the sc-element in which this sc-arc comes [12];

• sc-pair of temporal actual membership;
– an sc-pair of temporal actual membership is an sc-pair

whose designation belongs to the relation of temporal
actual membership, an sc-arc of temporal actual
membership is the designation (sign) of the sc-pair,
the first component of which is the designation (sc-
sign) of the sc-set S, denoted by the sc-element from
which this sc-arc goes out, and the second component
of which is temporarily currently belonging to the sc-
set S designation (sc-sign) of the sc-set designated by
the sc-element in which this sc-arc comes [12];

• sc-pair of temporal phantom membership;
– an sc-pair of temporal phantom membership is an

sc-pair whose designation belongs to the relation of
temporal phantom membership, an sc-arc of temporal
phantom membership is the designation (sign) of the
sc-pair, the first component of which is the designation
(sc-sign) of the sc-set S, denoted by the sc-element
from which this sc-arc goes out, and the second
component of which is temporarily belonging to the
sc-set S designation (sc-sign) of the sc-set designated
by the sc-element in which this sc-arc comes [12];
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• sc-pair of temporal phantom non-membership;
– an sc-pair of temporal phantom non-membership is

an sc-pair whose designation belongs to the relation
of temporal phantom non-membership, an sc-arc of
temporal phantom non-membership is the designation
(sign) of the sc-pair, the first component of which is
the designation (sc-sign) of the sc-set S, denoted by
the sc-element from which this sc-arc goes out, and
the second component of which is temporarily not
belonging to the sc-set S designation (sc-sign) of the
sc-set designated by the sc-element in which this sc-
arc comes [12];

• sc-pair of temporal actual non-membership;
– an sc-pair of temporal actual non-membership is an

sc-pair whose designation belongs to the relation
of temporal actual non-membership, an sc-arc of
temporal actual non-membership is the designation
(sign) of the sc-pair, the first component of which is
the designation (sc-sign) of the sc-set S, denoted by
the sc-element fromwhich this sc-arc goes out, and the
second component of which is temporarily currently
not belonging to the sc-set S designation (sc-sign) of
the sc-set designated by the sc-element in which this
sc-arc comes [12];

• sc-pair of permanent non-membership;
– an sc-pair of permanent non-membership is an sc-

pair whose designation belongs to the relation of
permanent non-membership, an sc-arc of permanent
non-membership is the designation (sign) of the sc-
pair, the first component of which is the designation
(sc-sign) of the sc-set S, denoted by the sc-element
from which this sc-arc goes out, and the second
component of which is permanently (as long as it
exists) not belonging to the sc-set S designation (sc-
sign) of the sc-set designated by the sc-element in
which this sc-arc comes [12];

• node sc-pair;
– node sc-pair is an sc-pair designated by the sc-node;

• sc-pair;
– sc-pair is an sc-set, to which there are only two

memberships of different sc-elements or of the same
sc-element;

• sc-connective;
– sc-connective is an sc-set whose sc-subset is an sc-

pair;
• sc-relation;

– sc-relation is an sc-set of sc-connectives;
• binary sc-relation;

– binary sc-relation is an sc-set of sc-pairs;
• slot sc-relation;

– slot sc-relation is an sc-set of sc-pairs that are not node
sc-pairs;

• attributive sc-relation;

– attributive sc-relation is an sc-set of sc-pairs
of membership (permanent, temporal, actual, or
phantom);

• sc-file;
– sc-file is an entity designated by an sc-element whose

contents is an sc-file (a finite dynamic or static data
structure);

• sc-structure*;
– sc-structure* is an sc-set in which there is an sc-

subset-carrier (the set of primary elements of the sc-
structure);

• perception *;
– perception* is a binary sc-relation between an sc-

element and an sc-set of its images;
• explanation*;

– explanation* is a binary sc-relation between an sc-
element and an sc-set of its explanations;

• becoming*;
– becoming* is a binary sc-relation between events

(states) or phenomena.
Each sc-element is a sign (designation) of some described

entity [5].
Any entity can be designated by an sc-element and,

accordingly, described as a construction of the SC-code Core
[5].

With the help of the sc-elements, it is possible to represent
any connections between sc-elements and/or between entities
that are designated by these sc-elements. In this case, these
connections are considered as extensible sets of connected sc-
elements and are designated by sc-arcs, and in the case of non-
binary connections – by sc-nodes [5].

Since each sc-connector is semantically interpreted as the
designation of a pair of sc-elements connected (linked) by
this sc-connector, each pair of incidence of the sc-connector is
semantically interpreted as an membership pair connecting the
sc-connector with one of the elements of the pair of sc-elements
designated by it, and the sc-connector itself is its designation
[5]. Any described entity can be designated by an sc-element of
an uncertain type, however, the reverse is not true, since some
entities can only be designated by sc-arcs of a general type, basic
sc-arcs [5].

Basic denotational semantics of the internal language of
ostis-systems (SC-code). The basic denotational semantics of
the SC-code (the internal language of ostis-systems) basically
corresponds to the basic denotational semantics of the SC-Code
Core, due to the preservation of all the key elements of the SC-
Code Core in the SC-code. However, the semantics of the sc-
texts of the SC-code differs from the semantics of the sc-texts of
the SC-code Core, since a more precise semantic interpretation
can be set by the membership of the sc-text component to the
corresponding syntactic class that does not belong to this sc-text,
in contrast to its assignment by belonging to the key element,
belonging to sc-text of which is required [5], [8].
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The semantic proximity of the SC-code and the SC-code
Core is a consequence of the fact that the SC-code is a syntactic
extension of the SC-code Core [5].

V. Semantic Space
A. Review of approaches

The word “space” takes its etymological roots in Proto-Indo-
European word with the meaning “to stretch” or “to pull”. The
word “semantics” originates from Anc. Greek “semantikos”
that is created by union of “semaino” (to indicate, to sign) and
suffix “ikos”. On the other hand, “meaning” rooted in “semaino”
originates from the Proto-Indo-Europeanwordwith themeaning
“to think” or “to change”. So, “semantic space”means “stretched
thought” and is interpreted as a phenomenon of thinking (i.e.
movement of thoughts). The need for considering such a concept
is related to the need for analysis of structural and quantitative
(metrical) features aiming to detect limits, assess completeness
of thinking processes, and to optimize costs needed per their
modeling having finite resources.

It probably might seem, that the concept of “semantic space”,
or something close or similar to this, originates from ancient
times by philosophers, including idealists and dualists, e.g.
Platonic “world of ideas” [38]. However, philosophic concepts
change along their development and are often not well defined
so that one can make unambiguous statements and be definitely
certain about them, particularly being in the conditions of
incomplete information about historical “facts” and inaccuracy
of historical evidence. In addition, the concept of “space” often
related to the concept of “time”, for it most likely is a “container”
(“substance”) for something changeable, impermanent, i.e. –
materialistic, things (from “thinking”) rather than constant,
“perpetual” “ideas”. Perhaps, R. Descartes was one of the first in
European history who showed signs of intentions, which came
down to us, to connect “thinking” and “material” (“things”)
“space” via the God and relationism [39] that was stood by
G. W. Leibniz afterwards [40], and together with the similarity
of properties of “thinking” to natural “extension” is reflected
by D. Hilbert [41]. Reasoning about “space” and “thinking”,
D. Hilbert had been rejecting their infinity. Also, it could
be that Hegel’s concepts [37] are closer to the concept of
“semantic space”. In dialectical materialism in accordance with
the definition for “matter” the existence of meaning should be
accepted only materialistically in the space and time.

Largely due to the development and definition of
mathematical concepts for various mathematical structures, in
modern science, “space” is understood not only as “material”,
“physical space”.

Let us take a look at the history of the usage of the term
“space” in mathematics. It is believed that infinite constructions
are not considered in the beginnings of Euclid, which is also
considered characteristic of ancient mathematicians, therefore
there are no sufficient grounds to speak of an “ancient
concept” of“Euclidean space”. Modern science II defines a lot
of mathematical structures (Fig. 10) up to hypothetical ones
(“antispace” [47]) in the name of which the term “space” is
used:

• vector (linear) space (/finite-dimensional) [48];
• affine space (/finite-dimensional);
• topological space [49];
• linear topological space;
• pseudometric space [50];
• metric space [51];
• locally convex space;
• semi-normed space;
• normed space [54];
• Banach space;
• pre-Hilbert space;
• Hilbert space;
• function space;
• Euclidean space;
• pseudo-Euclidean space;
• space with measure;
• probability space.

.giF 10. A conceptual scheme of “spaces”.

In other sciences, it is possible to find “phase space” [52],
“object space” [53], etc. Among the representatives of more
exact sciences, the works of D. Bohm and V. V. Nalimov can be
highlighted.

The works of D. Bohm [43], [42] raise questions of
interpretation of physical phenomena at the level of the
microworld within the subject of quantummechanics, questions
related to the mutual influence of an observer (subject) on
an object in an experiment, questions related to integrity and
partiality of perception, the physical nature of consciousness
and the duality of the properties of the objects of the
microcosm, revealed in the experiments II. For D. Bohm,
“holonomic movement” and “implicate order” are conceived
as a principle and substance capable of linking “part” and
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“whole”, “consciousness” associated with “field of knowledge”
(thougths), considered as a process, and “matter” in space,which
has higher dimensions. The most complete work in this regard
is his work “Wholeness and the Implicate Order” [43].

In the works of V. V. Nalimov [44], [45], the “probabilistic
space of meanings” is considered within the “probabilistic
theory of meanings”. According to the position of one of the
founders of the theory of probability, A. N. Kolmogorov, one
of its fundamental questions is the question of the connection
and mutual influence of the subject on the object [71]. Despite
the fact that the concept of a probability space could hardly be
considered as a model for the world of ideas in Plato’s time,
V. V. Nalimov considers himself a Platonist. Such a “probability
space of meanings” is assumed to be different from the “physical
space” and not included in it II:

“Physical space, according toBastin’s ideas, represents a finite
series of points, for which the rules for constructing new points
are postulated, creating a hierarchy of points (see [215], p. 99).”
[46]

I elbaT I
Comparison of approaches to investigate «semantic spaces»

exterior interior
(physical) (abstract, logic-semiotic)
approach approach

based on analysis of
quantitative struc-
features ture-dynamic

(probabilistic features
(additive)
measures)

cognitive
process analysis
(introspection) + - ?
adaptation + - +
unification - + +

In modern works in the technical sciences [14], perhaps
the closest concepts are those expressing the meaning of the
term “semantic space” (interior approach II). Common in
many approaches to working with “semantic space” is the
consideration of word forms or lexemes (sets of word forms)
and their features (II). The following approaches III are found
in the literature [14]:

• an approach based on semic axes and feature space (binary
{0, 1}n , unipolar [0; 1]n , bipolar (bisemic) [−1; 1]

n);
• an approach based on semic axes and neural encoding of

a place field recognition of meanings (while words and
phrases have areas (subsets) of meanings being connected
by other parts of speech as inclusion and intersection,
texts correspond to the path of connected areas, and
binary coding is used for groups of neurons recognizing
meanings);

• an approach based on the “sense-text” [55] model
(reflection of the incompleteness of semantic scales and
analysis of syntagmas and surface-syntactic structure);

• an approach based on neurolinguistic data that reflects
the processes of production and perception of speech in

neural networks (lexical production network), is close to
the “meaning-text” model;

• models built on the basis of static analysis (of corpora) of
texts (vector space model).

The statistical approach to natural language processing is
opposed to the intuition and communicative experience of
scientists [14].

An approach is based on the semantic statistical hypothesis
that the meaning of words (lexemes) is determined by the
context of usage (its statistical pattern) in the language (with
a communicative structure) [14].

Vector space models of semantics [14]. A concrete model is
considered for two cases: a large vocabulary case (N ≤ M )
and an information retrieval case (M ≤ N ), where M is the
dictionary size, N is the number of contexts.
On the basis of statistics, a matrix of dimensions M × N

of frequencies pij of occurrences of a lexeme (word) wi in
document (context, subtexts that may overlap) cj .

xij = max

(
{0} ∪

{
log

(
pij

(
∑

j pij)∗(
∑

i pij)

)})
The denominator contains word and context probability
estimates, respectively.

In the case of a nondegenerate matrix with its rank r = N ,
each such matrix defines a point in the Grassmannian of N -
dimensional subspaces of aM -dimensional space (N ≤M ).
In the case of a nondegenerate matrix with its rank r = M ,

each such matrix defines a point in the Grassmannian of M -
dimensional subspaces of a N -dimensional space (M ≤ N ).

Each text is a point in the Grassmannian [56] corresponding
to the projective space PM−1 = Gr (⟨1,M⟩), relative to one
selected context. For all contexts, in accordance with the order
of contexts in texts and the resulting oriented N -tuple, a route
(path) can be constructed by connecting adjacent points in the
N -tuple with geodesics. For two texts T and T′, these paths
will be two polygonal curves. The Frechet metric between these
curves [18] can be calculated using the Fubini-Studymetric [19]
in PM−1. To calculate it, the paths Γ (T) and Γ (T′) should be
parameterized through t (γ ∈ Γ(T)

[0;1], γ′ ∈ Γ(T′)
[0;1]):

δ (⟨Γ (T) ,Γ (T′)⟩) = inf
γ,γ′

max
t∈[0;1]

{dFS (⟨γ (t) , γ′ (t)⟩)} .

Another way to specify a linear order is to consider the flag
(filtering (flag manifold)) [57] in RM defined by expanding
(embedding) contexts. As a result, for the text we get points
(flags) in the flag manifold. For flag varieties, one can also
calculate the Fubini-Study metric [19].

This order corresponds to the temporal dimension
(communication process in time), which can be significant.
Other ordering may be independent of this, such as alphabetical
or Zipf’s order [58], [59].

The issues of formalizing meanings, their correlation, the
genesis (in space and time) of languages are considered in the
works of V.V. Martynov [60], [61], [62].

To solve the identified problems, it may be worth turning to
an alternative approach: to explore not only the communicative
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IelbaT II
Comparison of “semantic spaces” construction approaches

semic “mean- neuro- stati-
axes and ing-text” lingvi- stical

feature neural model stic model
spaces encod- coding (seman-

ing tic
place vector
field space
recog- model)
nition

defined
semic + + - - -
axes

dynamic
(computing) - + - + -
decomposition

cognitive
process analysis - + - + -
(introspection)
accounting of
NON-factors - - + + +

(incompleteness)

structures of the language but also the cognitive-representational
structures of the language [70].

The prerequisites for building knowledge representation
models that claim to be universal have been created in the works
carried out in accordance with the graph-dynamic paradigm of
information representation and processing [17], [5], [8] .

B. SC-space
The concepts of SC-space and SC-code are necessary to

clarify and formalize themeaning of information structures with
the unification of the semantic representation of information.
The meaning of an information construction is ultimately
determined by (1) the internal connections of all elementary
fragments of this construction and (2) its external connections
with the elements of the semantic space (its position in the
context). The semantic space is the result of the natural
formation of knowledge in the process of their integration.

The most important advantage of SC-space is the possibility
of clarifying such concepts as the concept of similarity
(similarities and differences) of various described “external”
entities, similarity of unified semantic networks (texts of the
SC-code), the concept of semantic proximity of the described
entities (including texts of the SC-code).
It should be noted that it cannot be ruled out that the

union of two arbitrary texts of such languages will not be
the text of the language of the unified semantic knowledge
representation model due to the abstractness of the languages
of the unified semantic knowledge representation model and
the conventionality of the choice of labels for the elements of
their texts. To avoid the results of such eclectic combinations
in terms of syntax or semantics, a set of “semantic spaces”
should be considered for abstract languages. However, it may
be sufficient to consider one “semantic space” for specific (real)
languages.

Next, consider:

• possibility of transition from sc-texts to graph structures
and from them to topological space;

• the ability to move from sc-texts to graph structures and
from them to a manifold (topological space);

• possibility of transition from sc-texts to graph structures
and from them to metric space.

On the set of elements that form SC-space, it is possible
to study topological properties and consider SC-space as a
topological space. It should be noted that despite the fact
that the SC-code is focused on the semantic representation
of knowledge, due to the presence of non-factors, not all
meanings can be represented at some point in time while
the structure of the corresponding representation is unknown.
Therefore, the structural and topological properties of the texts
of the knowledge representation language rather determine the
syntactic space than the semantic (meaning) one. Although both
can approach each other as the uncertainties caused by non-
factors are eliminated.

It is necessary to make several transitions to get the
topological space as a transformation of the sc-text, which could
result from the integration of many smaller sc-texts:

• transition from texts with syntax of sc-languages to a
pseudograph (oriented or unoriented) (Fig. 6, Fig. 7, and
Fig. 8);

• transition from an oriented pseudograph to a transitive
oriented pseudograph;

• transition from an oriented (transitive) pseudograph to an
oriented (transitive) graph;

• transition from an oriented transitive pseudograph to a
topological space;

• transition from an oriented pseudograph to an unoriented
graph;

• transition from an unoriented graph to a manifold
(topological space).

There is a transition from an oriented pseudograph to
an oriented bipartite graph (Fig. 11). During this transition,
the following occurs: mapping vertices to edges and arcs;
mapping arcs to connections (connectives) in accordance with
the direction of arc orientation.

.giF 11. Transformation of an oriented pseudograph to a bipartite orgraph.

There is a transition from an oriented pseudograph to a
transitive oriented pseudograph. (Fig. 12).

In this transition, transitive closure of arcs is performed.
There is a transition from a (transitive) oriented pseudograph

to a (transitive) oriented graph (Fig. 13).
With this transition, loops are eliminated.
There is a transition from an oriented pseudograph to an

unoriented graph (Fig. 14).
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.giF 12. Transformation of an oriented pseudograph to a transitive oriented
pseudograph.

.giF 13. Transformation of a (transitive) oriented pseudograph to a (transitive)
orgraph.

In this transition, the following is carried out: matching
vertices to vertices; matching pairs of triples of vertices and
triples of edges to arcs.

.giF 14. Transformation of an oriented pseudograph to an unoriented graph.

There is a transition from an unoriented graph to a manifold
(topological space) (Fig. 15).

The following is carried out in this transition: matching
figures (points) to vertices; matching figures (lines, two-point
sets) to edges.

.giF 15. Transformation of an unoriented pseudograph to a manifold.

The transition from a transitive oriented graph G = ⟨V,E⟩
to a topological space T is [63]:

G→ G ↓→ T → T ;

G ↓= ⟨V,E ↓⟩ ;

E ↓= {g ↓ |g ∈ E } ;

E ↓=
{
E−1 (v) ∪ {v} |v ∈ V

}
.

Let us consider the concept of specialization for the reverse
transition as a transitive relation (x is the specialization of y):

x ∈ {y}
T
,

that is, x belongs to the closure of {y} in T .

There is a reverse transition:

E =
{
⟨x, y⟩

∣∣∣x ∈
(
{y}

T
/ {x}

)}
.

Let us study the question of the possibility of considering
SC-space as a metric space.
The syntacticmetric is specified on the lines of the generalized

formal language in accordance with the metric tensor over
the identified matches, transpositions, exhanges, duplications,
fusions, generations, and deletions [13], [3]. The distance ρp
between the generalized strings α and β is:

ρp (⟨α, β⟩) = ρ0p (⟨α, β⟩) ; (16)

ρkp (⟨α, β⟩) =


1 |⟨α, β⟩ ∈ A×A

ψβ
k

(
ρkp (⟨α, ⟨β⟩⟩)

) ∣∣⟨α, β⟩ ∈ (
A(∗∗)/A

)
×A

ψα
k

(
ρkp (⟨⟨α⟩ , β⟩)

) ∣∣⟨α, β⟩ ∈ A×
(
A(∗∗)/A

)
φk
p (⟨α, β⟩)

∣∣⟨α, β⟩ ∈ (
A(∗∗)/A

)
×

(
A(∗∗)/A

)
ψχ
k (γ) = υχk ∗ γ; (17)

φk
p (⟨α, β⟩) =

p

√
dim(α)∑
i=1

dim(β)∑
j=1

ψ
(〈
εαβ (i) ,

(
ρk+1
p (⟨αi, βj⟩)

)p
, ω

εαβ (i)

ijk

〉)
;

ψ (⟨δ, λ, χ⟩) = χ ∗
(
1
{δ}
{M,R,X,T,P} ∗ λ+ 1

{δ}
{I,D,G,C,E,F}

)
;

(18)

1γλ =

{
0 |∅ = (λ ∩ γ)
1 |∅ ⊂ (λ ∩ γ) , (19)

εαβ ∈
{M,T,R, I,D}{i|(i∈(N/{0}))∧(i≤max({dim(α)}∪{dim(β)}))} ,

where υχk , ωε(⟨α,β⟩)(i)
ijk are weight coefficients, p is a parameter.

Therefore, the syntactic metric and the metric space are
defined in a natural way in the case of representation of sc-
texts by texts of a generalized formal language.

It is necessary to take into account the semantics of sc-
elements and structures from them in all its forms, i.e.
denotational, operational, and others [9], [23], [24], for
the purpose of constructing a “semantic metric” (“semantic
space metric”). Thus, it is also necessary to consider not
only structures and their elements (sc-elements) but also the
becoming [12] of structures and their elements in the processes
of accumulation and integration of knowledge as well as models
in which their specification is possible [15], [16]. To do this,
we turn to models of knowledge specification and knowledge
integration as well as models that can generalize these models
for calculating semantic metrics for limit type structures.

C. Knowledge specification model
The knowledge specification model [8] is given by a set of

(finite) formal models of (finite) fragments ontologies [4] of
knowledge bases (KB) Z:

Z = {⟨G,R,O⟩} ,

G is a finite non-empty set of designations in a KB fragment,
R is an oriented finite set of relations on designations in
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a KB fragment, O is an oriented finite set of designations
interpretation functions in a KB fragment.〈

Z ∪ 2{ω(z)|z∈Z2}, 2Ω
〉
,

where 2Ω is a set of relations of the specification model and ω
is a function of ontological model elements:

Ω =
⋃

{x}∪{y}⊆Z
({x} × {y})× 2ω(x)×ω(y);

ω (zi) = Gi ∪ {r |r = Rij } ∪ {o |o = Oij } ∪ {k |k ∈ Rij }
∪ {p |p ∈ Oij } ∪ {a |⟨a, v⟩ ∈ Oij } .

The knowledge specification model considers the semantics
of knowledge for pairs of knowledge base fragments on finite
structures within knowledge specification relations, the power
of which can be unlimited. As a result, all problems of semantics
analysis within the knowledge specification model are solvable
for any pair of knowledge base fragments.

D. Knowledge integration
The [8] knowledge integration model is aimed at

solving problems of continuous horizontal-profile knowledge
integration and concludes a set of (finite) knowledge base
fragments J ⊆ 2V ∪E , where V is a set of designations (sc-
elements), E is a set of connectives of designations incidence
relations V .
The integration model concludes four types of relations:
• relations of ontological comparison, which for a pair of KB

fragments allow obtaining a set of relations (sc-relations,
comparisons) of similarity and difference, which have the
property of reflexivity or irreflexivityRM ⊆ (J × J)×Ξ;

• the fusion relation RF ⊆ (J × J)× 2V×V ;
• the (designations) mapping relation (embedding,

inclusion) RO ⊆ J × J ;
• the integration relation RI ⊆ (J × J)× J ;
These four types of relations define the order of solving

knowledge integration problems:
• first, the similarity and difference of designations in

the original fragments (texts) should be determined
by alignment and comparison (in accordance with the
knowledge specification model);

• then, the pairs of matching designations must be localized
and fused;

• then, the mapping must be found as a mapping of each
original fragment to a fragment containing the designations
resulting from the merger and the remaining designations
of the original fragments;

• then a fragment should be formed, which is the result of
integrating a pair of original fragments, that is, a fragment
onto which each of the original fragments is mapped.

The process of solving this problem is expressed in the
becoming of designations as a result of merging and in the
becoming (formation) of integrated fragments (texts) resulting
from the integration of the original fragments.

If we trace the branches of the relation of becoming of
integrated fragments (texts) from the original fragments along

the mapping relation (embedding), then we can see that the
formation of integrated texts generates the movement in the
direction of knowledge accumulation as a natural “arrow” that
regulates memorization processes. The later allows defining an
ordinal scale on such texts, which sometimes may be internal:
«arrow of time».

The formation (becoming) of integrated texts preserves
the connectives of incidence in their structure, ensuring the
convergence of structures to some integrated substructures
(of a “space”), which allows proposing and establishing a
(semantic) metric for such substructures which are the limit
type substructures.

E. Semantic space metamodel
In accordance with the model of events and phenomena

[12] and the relation of becoming [3], [37], let us consider
linearly ordered sequential unions of non-intersecting chains
of the generalized relation of the designations mapping in the
unions of texts of languages of the unified semantic knowledge
representation model.

To each sequential union, let us associate the numbering
function on the universal linear scale □ of the elements F
(F ⊆ J) connected by the edges of the chain, in the order
of the edges of this chain.

Let us single out a subclass of historically finite linearly
ordered unions of disjoint chains of the generalized designations
mapping relation.

Let us single out a subclass of locally finite linearly ordered
unions of disjoint chains of the generalized designations
mapping relation.

A subclass of finite linearly ordered unions of disjoint chains
of a generalized relation is the intersection of the subclasses of
historically finite linearly ordered unions of disjoint chains of
the generalized designations mapping relation and locally finite
linearly ordered unions of disjoint chains of the generalized
designations mapping relation.

For the subclasses, we also consider the same numbering
function as for the entire class of sequential unions. The
corresponding functions will be called «histories»: H =
F□. Accordingly, let us single out the historically finite
histories RHISTORICFINITE ∈ SH , the local finite histories
RLOCALFINITE ∈ SH and the finite histories RFINITE ∈
SH ; RFINITE = RHISTORICFINITE ∩ RLOCALFINITE .
Let us also single out:

• the subclass of well-ordered histories to the beginning
RTOTALBACKWARD ∈ SH ;

• the subclass of well-ordered histories to the end
RTOTALFORWARD ∈ SH ;

• the subclass of well-ordered histories (two-sided)
RTOTAL ∈ SH ; RTOTAL = RTOTALFORWARD ∩
RTOTALBACKFORWARD.

The metamodel is given by the pair:

⟨H,SH⟩ ,

where SH ⊆ 2(H
∗). Let us single out the following relations of

the semantic space metamodel:
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• the subhistory relation RSUB ∈ SH ;
• the superhistory relation RSUPER ∈ SH (inverse to the

subhistory relation RSUPER = (RSUB)
−1);

• the continuous subhistory relation RSUBCONTINOUS ∈
SH ; RSUBCONTINUOUS ⊆ RSUB ;

• the continuous superhistory relation
RSUPERCONTINUOUS ∈ SH (inverse to the continuous
subhistory relation RSUPERCONTIONUOUS =
(RSUBCONTIONUOUS)

−1);
• the relation of the initial subhistory RSTART ∈ SH ;
• the relation of the final subhistory RFINAL ∈ SH ;
• the history convergence relation RCONV ERGENCE ∈
SH (two sequences of becoming (of) integrated
texts converge if they have a common final history
RCONV ERGENCE =

(
(RFINAL)

−1 ◦RFINAL

)
∪(

RFINAL ◦ (RFINAL)
−1

)
);

• the relation of the maximum well-ordered subhistory
to the beginning RFORWARD ∈ SH ; RFORWARD ⊆
RSTART ;

• the relation of the maximumwell-ordered subhistory to the
end RBACKWARD ∈ SH ; RBACKWARD ⊆ RFINAL;

• the relation of maximal linearly ordered strict subhistory
REDGE ∈ SH (the edge relation REDGE ⊂ RSUB);

• the relation of minimal linearly ordered strict superhistory
RFACE ∈ SH (the face relation RFACE ⊂ RSUPER ,
inverse to the edge relation RFACE = (REDGE)

−1);
• the enclosure relation RENCLOSE ∈ SH ;
• the disclosure relation RDISCLOSE ∈ SH , inverse to the

enclosure relation RDISCLOSE = (RENCLOSE)
−1;

• the relation of possibility of interaction (interoperability)
RINTEROPERABILITY = RDISCLOSE ◦RENCLOSE .

The following relations are reflexive: RENCLOSE ,
RDISCLOSE , RSTART , RFINAL, RSUB , RSUPER,
RSUBCONTINUOUS , RSUPERCONTINUOUS .

For locally finite histories h, the following is true:

∀ι ((ι ∈ □) → (|h (ι+ 1) /h (ι)| ∈ N ∪ {0})) .

Sequences of integrated texts (histories) can be embedded in
some (unified) “semantic space”.

Such substructures as subspaces can be distinguished within
spaces of various kinds (topological, vector, metric).

The metric of the metric semantic space can be constructed
for the structures of the metamodel of the semantic space. For
ontologies in which all NON-factors of extensional knowledge
(the closed world assumption) can be eliminated during some
finite history, it is possible to construct a space with a metric by
introducing for each designation of a set (sc-set) a characteristic
vector (or matrix (i.e. vector of vectors or matrices)). Such a
vector characterizes inclusion in the history of the designation
of the set (sc-set) or the possible occurrence of the designation of
this set (sc-set) and contains all the corresponding components
for each designation of the set (sc-set) or the possible occurrence
of its element or attribute of such an occurrence. The order of
the components of the vector is coordinated with the order of
the becoming of designations in history. Events, values of fuzzy

measures are considered as attributes of occurrences. When
calculating the semantic metrics (metrics of the semantic space)
for vectors, the vector of modules of the difference of their
components is calculated. Next, a certain norm of the vector
is calculated, which allows introducing a semantic metric. For
such ontologies with a (finite) set of attributes, the metric can
be calculated similarly due to the one-to-one correspondence:(

AB
)C

= AB×C .

The above is also true if the components of the characteristic
vector take values on the interval [0; 1], that is, if there is
such a non-factor as fuzziness (according to L. Zade). When
attribute values do not belong to this interval, it is required
to reduce attributes (sc-sets) to attributes (sc-sets) in canonical
form, whose values belong to this interval.

In the case of the presence of uncertainty (the open world
assumption) as a non-factor of knowledge, one can turn to the
apparatus of rough sets [6]. Due to the presence of necessary
operations in the algebra of distensible sets (sc-sets), for a pair
of sets and for each component of the characteristic vector, it
is possible to define an upper and lower estimates (by analogy
with rough sets [6], [7]), which correspond to a component of
some distensible subset (of an distensible superset). Further,
according to the approaches for rough sets, it is possible to
calculate the maximum (upper) and minimum (lower) vectors
of the modules of the differences and calculate their norms. It
should be noted that if one can obtain a metric space based on
the norm of the upper vector then, in the worst case, one can
obtain only a family of pseudometrics based on the lower vector
and its norm [50]. However, one can find some pseudometric
not exceeding of the value of none of this family for any pair
of elements. Thus, in this case, one (or more) pairs of spaces
can be obtained on one carrier, the first of which will be metric
(and pseudometric) (the metric estimate is from above), and
the second is pseudometric (the metric estimate is from below).
With further accumulation of knowledge, as the mentioned non-
factor (uncertainty) is eliminated, both spaces may converge to
each other in terms of the value of pseudometrics until the values
of the pseudometric (lower estimate) coincide with the values
of the metric (upper estimate).

Since the transition from finite structures to non-finite
structures consists of a sequence of steps, it takes time (potential
infinity). This formation, in turn, is connectedwith the formation
of integrated texts, which, in turn, is associated with their
operational semantics. Thus, the very process of formation
(becoming) of integrated texts (integration) determines the
metrics of the semantic space.

Is the metric for designations with potentially unbounded
(reflexive) semantics computable?

In the case when there is confidence that the histories
are not represented either as historically finite histories or
as locally finite histories, but the rules or the mechanism
for generating histories to calculate (possibly only with the
engagement of hypercomputing) the metrics are known, the
following grammatical rules can be used.
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0 → XXX

1 → Y Y Y

Y Y Y XXX → Y XY XYX

XXXY Y Y → Y XY XYX

YXYXYXYXYXYX → Y XY XYX

Y Y Y Y XY XYXXXX → Y XY XYX

XXXYXYXYXY Y Y → Y XY XYX

Y Y Y Y XY XYXY Y Y → Y Y Y XXXY Y Y

XXXYXYXYXXXX → XXXY Y Y XXX

YXYXYX → ε

XXX → ε

Y Y Y → ε

. They can be used as rules of game [23], [24]. It is possible
to calculate some value of the metric by counting the number
and remembering the order in which these rules are applied to
obtain a given set of vectors in accordance with the semantics
of such a game.

In a finite time, it is practically impossible without
hyper(super)computations to distinguish (semantically) a
knowledge base with finite semantics from a knowledge base
with potentially unlimited semantics.

Designations with potentially unlimited semantics can be
represented as structures with finite semantics, for which the
metric is defined with the accuracy of a given interval.

F. Space-time and semantic space order
The objects and connections of the subject domain, as well

as the texts themselves, are assumed to be located in physical
time and space (space-time [64], [65], [14]). It is considered
inappropriate if the complexity of the spatio-temporal structures
presented in the texts significantly exceed the complexity of
the structure of physical space and time. Elementary events
are connected by the relation of becoming. These events are
assumed to correspond to the elements (points) of space-time.
Thus, they are represented and explicitly expressed in the
semantics of designations in the texts of the languages of the
model of the unified semantic representation of knowledge.

This curve can be a curve of the second order (a quadric).
Any graph can be represented by geometric shapes in three-
dimensional space without intersections of shapes that would
correspond to its non-incident vertex or edge. For example, it
is in the case of (1) representation of graph vertices in three-
dimensional space by straight lines intersecting a parametrically

given convex curve lying in a plane along a given (not forming a
cycle) step of the parameter and also perpendicular to this plane
at intersection points and (2) representation of arcs by straight
lines intersecting pairs of straight lines representing vertices.
Each line lies in its own plane parallel to the plane in which
the convex curve lies. If there is a metric space for the physical
space-time then it is possible to define the metric of elementary
events with the metric space on them for the knowledge base.

Distensible sets can be considered as the average of the set of
points of elementary events, then the space-time metric for the
pair of designations for distensible sets s and n:

M(⟨s, n⟩) =

∑|V (s)|
x=1

∑|V (n)|
y=1 d

(〈
V (s)x, V (n)y

〉)
|V (s)| ∗ |V (n)|

 ,

where V is a function of the feature vector (points of elementary
events), d is the metric of points of elementary space-time
events.

In general, the relation of becoming is not antisymmetric, but
its condensation can set the order, which can be represented
by structures formed in the processes of semantic logging [3],
[66]. Recording the processes [66] of integration (fragments) of
texts sets the internal (temporal) order and allows you to reverse
these processes along each of the branches of the formation
of integrated (fragments) of texts. It is assumed that this order
corresponds to the temporal order in space-time.

VI. Application for problem solving of taxonomy optimization
Let’s consider the application of concepts related to the

concept of a metric space to solve the problem of optimizing
the representation of taxonomies This task lies in the fact that
it is necessary to minimize the number of operations on the
states of the taxonomy knowledge processing model and the
number of permanently stored classes. If we consider taxonomy
classes as classical sets, then for their expression we can choose
the operational basis of set-theoretic operations. They are the
operation of removing the taxonomy class and constructive
operations of the algebra of sets: intersection and symmetric
difference (∩, −). Examples of other operational bases of set
algebra are set difference with union or intersection of sets. In
the mentioned basis, the union of sets is expressed:Examples
of other operational bases of set algebra are set difference with
union or intersection of sets. The union of sets is expressed
through the mentioned basis as follows:

A ∪B = (A ∩B)−A−B.

In addition to the operational basis, a model basis is considered.
The model basis is the minimum number of taxonomy classes
through which any of its classes can be expressed. Thus,
the taxonomy is defined in accordance with the structural
approach by two sets: an initial state, a set of classes and
a set of rules (operations), with which it is possible to get
any family of taxonomy classes Let’s define the concept of
closure of a taxonomic structural model (operational-model
closure) in order to formulate the problem: ⟨{σ} , λ⟩ =〈(⋃

φ∈λ φ
)◦

(σ) ,
(⋃

φ∈λ φ
)◦〉

, where σ ⊆ θ is a subset of
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the set of all taxonomy classes θ, λ ⊆
(
2θ
)(2θ) is a set of

operations on taxonomy classes.
Let’s consider the set of all possible transitions

⋃
φ∈λ φ on

the set of operations λ.
Task.
Given:

Γ ⊆ 2
⋃

φ∈λ φ;

function of useful output from job (information capacity):

ρ ∈ δ2
θ×2θ ;

cost function of (time) resources for job:

τ ∈ δ2
θ×2θ ;

functions:
π ∈ δ{|γ||γ∈Γ};

ψ ∈ δ{|γ||γ∈Γ};

α, β.
Required:

α ∗ |σ|+ β ∗ |λ| → min;

⟨σ, λ⟩ → max;

|Γ| → max for any γ ∈ Γ to satisfy∑
χ∈γ

τ (χ) ≤ π (|γ|) ∗
∑

χ∈γ
ρ (χ);∑

χ∈γ
τ (χ) ≥ ψ (|γ|) ∗

∑
χ∈γ

ρ (χ).

Note that if the metric is defined µ (⟨A,B⟩) = |A−B| then
the cardinality (norm) of the set can be expressed inversely
|S| = µ (⟨S, ∅⟩).

Assume that the inequalities with respect to π and ψ are
always satisfied. Taking on such additional requirements as
⟨{σ} , λ⟩ =

〈
2θ, 2θ × 2θ

〉
we are considering the following

concepts in order to establish the basis of the model.
Introscalar product of sets is [8]:

is (⟨A,B, S⟩) = |S − (S ∩ (A−B))| − |S ∩ (A−B)| ;

is (⟨A,B, S⟩) = |S| − 2 ∗ |(S ∩A)− (S ∩B)| ;

is (⟨A,B⟩) = is (⟨A,B,A ∪B⟩) .

Introcoscalar product of sets is:

ics (⟨A,B, S⟩) = ±2∗
√
|S − (S ∩ (A−B))| ∗ |S ∩ (A−B)|;

ics (⟨A,B⟩) = ics (⟨A,B,A ∪B⟩) .

These concepts make it possible to define an analogue of
trigonometric functions for sets and a formal analogue of the
Euler formula:

icos (⟨A,B, S⟩) = is (⟨A,B, S⟩)
|S|

;

isin (⟨A,B, S⟩) = ics (⟨A,B, S⟩)
|S|

;

iexp (⟨A,B, S⟩) = icos (⟨A,B, S⟩) + i ∗ isin (⟨A,B, S⟩) ;

iexp (⟨A,B⟩) = iexp (⟨A,B,A ∪B⟩) .

Two sets are subintroorthogonal if and only if:

iexp (⟨A,B, S⟩) = ±i;

iexp (⟨A,B⟩) = ±i.

Two sets are subintroorthogonal if and only if the square of
the introscalar product is minimal:

is(⟨A,B, S⟩)2 → min;

is(⟨A,B⟩)2 → min .

A family of sets is called a introorthogonal basis if and only
if any different of them are pairwise introorthogonal.

A family of sets is called a subintroorthogonal basis [8] iff
any different of them are pairwise subintroorthogonal.

Thus, the subintroorthogonal basis can be chosen as the basis
of the model (Fig. 16).

In the case of stronger restrictions it is required to additionally
determine the maximum possible value of the area Γ.
The introduced models and concepts make it possible to

transfer the obtained results to an distensible taxonomy, which
has a distensible set of classes. They also provide an opportunity
to simulate the adaptation of the model basis of an distensible
taxonomy when new classes are added to it. It can also be
used when distensible sets (kinds) are used instead of taxonomy
classes.

.giF 16. Taxonomy states-transition diagram.
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VII. Conclusions
The proposed models and approaches form the basis

for solving problems in knowledge-driven systems aimed at
ensuring interoperability and convergence of OSTIS ecosystem
users and agents [69], [3], [9].

It seems promising to further study the properties of the
semantic space and develop the OSTIS [5], [2] standard and
technology based on the results obtained, including solving the
problems of quality analysis andmanagement of knowledge base
and agents of intelligent computer systems.
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Универсальный язык смыслового
представления знаний и смысловое

пространство
Ивашенко В.П.

Статья рассматривает модели и средства, обеспечивающие
унифицированное представление знаний и их интеграцию в рамках
«смыслового пространства». Для этого вводится понятие «обоб-
щённого формального языка», позволяющего выявить с целью
анализа взаимоотношениеформальных языков и известных языков
представления знаний, включая семантические сети.

На основе этого анализа уточняется семантика языков модели
унифицированного представления знаний, вводится язык, являю-
щийся основой стандарта для технологии разработки интеллекту-
альных систем, и даётся концепция «смыслового пространства»,
ориентированного использование в целях оценки качества интел-
лектуальных компьютерных систем в рамках технологии OSTIS.
Рассматриваются прикладные задачи на основе предложенных
моделей и дальнейшие перспективы развития технологии и её
компонентов.
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